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Over the past weeks, a number of European countries have seen a spike in COVID-19 cases, leading to localised lockdowns and increased travel
restrictions. This is causing a great deal of uncertainty for anyone looking to travel abroad and is causing further dismay for the travel industry.
Meanwhile, similar trends are seen in non-EU countries, impacting the list of non-EU countries whose citizens the EU recommends should be allowed
to enter.
The overview below sets out the current state of play of travel restrictions in the EU, Schengen area and UK.
How COVID-19 safe is this destination?
Low infection rate
(Below 10 per 100,000 citizens)

Moderate infection rate
(Below 10.1 and 20 per 100,000 citizens)

Relatively high infection rate
(Above 20.1 per 100,000 citizens)

Group A: Borders closed or restricted for some EU/EEA countries and all third countries
Country

Are some
areas
subject to
restrictions?

Are
restaurants
and bars
open?

Are beaches
Are
and museums facemasks
open?
required
in public
spaces?
No

Self-isolation required when
arriving from any of countries
mentioned in previous column.

Yes (only those
Yes
serving food)

Yes

All countries not
included on COVID-19
green list

Self-isolation required when
arriving from any of countries
mentioned in previous column.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sweden, Bulgaria,
Romania and Croatia

Self-isolation required when
arriving from any of countries
mentioned in previous column.

Yes

Yes (in all
enclosed
spaces and
shopping
streets)

Obligation to fill out passenger
locator form. Self-isolation and
Some areas in Portugal,
testing required for arrivals from
Spain and the UK listed
non-EU/Schengen countries
here
and advised for arrivals from
high risk areas in the EU.

No

Yes

Yes

Ireland: 7.3 (+3.3
since last tracker)

No

Netherlands: 18.2
(+13.2 since last
tracker)

No

Yes (Antwerp)

Specific travel requirements

Bulgaria, Croatia,
Luxembourg, Portugal,
Romania, Spain and
regions of Sweden

Norway: 3.6 (+1.4
since last tracker)

Belgium: 44.4 (+33.3
since last tracker)

Which countries are
excluded from entry?

Yes
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Group B: Borders open to all EU/EEA countries, but closed to third countries
Country

Poland: 17.4 (+6.7
since last tracker)

Austria: 19.4 (+4.9
since last tracker)

Romania: 79.4 (+
45.3 since last
tracker)

Are some
areas
subject to
restrictions?

Are
restaurants
and bars
open?

Are beaches
Are
and museums facemasks
open?
required
in public
spaces?

Which countries are
excluded from entry?

Specific travel requirements

No

Yes

Yes

All non-EU/EFTA/EEA

N/A

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

All except countries on
Government list here

Proof of negative Covid-19
test required/10 days Selfisolation and testing required for
arrivals from non-EU/Schengen
countries and advised for
arrivals from high risk areas in
the EU.

No

Yes (only
terraces
and outdoor
seating)

Yes

Yes

All non-EU

Mandatory self-isolation
for arrivals from some EEA
countries.

Group C: Borders open to all EU/EEA countries, some countries are on the Commission’s safe list and others
Country

Finland: 2.3 (+1.2
since last tracker)

Greece: 5.6 (+1.2
since last tracker)

Are some
areas
subject to
restrictions?

Are
restaurants
and bars
open?

Are beaches
Are
and museums facemasks
open?
required
in public
spaces?

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Which countries are
excluded from entry?

Specific travel requirements

Those not included in
the list here

Self-isolation required when
arriving from any of countries
mentioned in previous column.

Those not included on
the EC ‘safe list’

At land borders, only pretested individuals with negative
results are allowed to cross.
Flights from Albania and North
Macedonia can only land in
Athens.
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Group C cont.
Country

Are some
areas
subject to
restrictions?

Are
restaurants
and bars
open?

Are beaches
Are
and museums facemasks
open?
required
in public
spaces?

Which countries are
excluded from entry?

Specific travel requirements

Italy: 6 (+1.6 since
last tracker)

No

Yes

Yes

No

Those not included
on the EC ‘safe list’;
14-day mandatory
quarantine required for
all entries from non-EU/
EEA/EFTA countries

Slovakia: 6.6 (+2.2
since last tracker)

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Australia, China, Japan,
New Zealand, and
South Korea

Germany: 10.3 (+4.2
since last tracker)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Those not included on
the EU’s safe list as well N/A
as others
N/A

Registration form required (link)

N/A

Denmark: 10.6 (+ 5.5
since last tracker)

No

Yes

Yes

No

Sweden, Portugal,
Bulgaria and most nonEU countries, except
those listed here

Iceland: 15.4 (-2.2
since last tracker)

No

Yes

Yes

No

Those not included on
the EC travel safe list

Pre-registration required for all
arrivals.

France: 19.8 (+8.5
since last tracker)

Yes (French
Guyana and
Mayotte)

Yes (Except
Yes (Except
French Guyana French Guyana Yes
and Mayotte)
and Mayotte)

Those not included on
the EC ‘safe list’

Non-EU arrivals required to
complete International Travel
Certificate.

Yes

Proof of accommodation
None but travellers from
required. Registration
third countries must
recommended. Non-EU
prove their reasons for
nationals must provide negative
entering
Covid-19 test.

Croatia: 24.3 (-1.5
since last tracker)

No

Yes

Yes
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Country

Are some
areas
subject to
restrictions?

Are
restaurants
and bars
open?

Are beaches
Are
and museums facemasks
open?
required
in public
spaces?

Which countries are
excluded from entry?

Specific travel requirements

Portugal: 28.4 (- 14.4
Yes
since last tracker)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Brazil, Community of
Portuguese Language
Countries, US, Canada,
Venezuela and South
Africa

Sweden: 30.7 (- 35.5
since last tracker)

No

Yes

Yes

No

Those not included on
EU travel ‘safe list’

N/A

Malta: 34.6 (+33.8)

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Those not included on
the EC ‘safe list’

N/A

Yes

Those not included on
EU travel safe list or
Bulgarian Ministry of
health list

Negative test required for
arrivals from some countries
(list).

Yes

Those not included on
the EU ‘safe list’

All arrivals must undergo
a temperature check and
complete a public health form
here.

Yes

Those not included on
EU travel ‘safe list’

Proof of residence in one of the
countries included on the EU
travel safe list.

Bulgaria: 45.7 (+ 10.8
Yes (Plovdiv)
since last tracker)
Spain: 60.2 (+45.4
since last tracker)
Luxembourg: 209.5
(+102.5 since last
tracker)

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Anyone travelling to Madeira
and Azores needs to present a
negative COVID-19 test or take
a test upon arrival.

Group D: Open to low-risk EU/EEA and third countries
Country

Hungary: 2.2 (+1.1
since last tracker)

Are some
areas
subject to
restrictions?

Are
restaurants
and bars
open?

Are beaches
Are
and museums facemasks
open?
required
in public
spaces?

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Which countries are
excluded from entry?

All red-listed countries
(here)

Specific travel requirements

Arrivals from countries listed as
yellow must complete a twoweek quarantine.
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Country

Are some
areas
subject to
restrictions?

Latvia: 2.6 (-0.5 since
No
last tracker)
Estonia: 3.8 (+1.8
since last tracker)

No

Are
restaurants
and bars
open?

Are beaches
Are
and museums facemasks
open?
required
in public
spaces?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Which countries are
excluded from entry?

Specific travel requirements

Two-week quarantine required
Countries restricted
for arrivals from certain
from entering listed here
countries listed here.

No

List of countries can be
accessed here

Arrivals from countries with
infection rate above 16 per
100,000 inhabitants need to
self-isolate for 2 weeks.
Vilnius has introduced a further
self-isolation requirement for
people arriving from most
affected countries.

Lithuania: 6.4 (+4.3
since last tracker)

No

Yes

Yes

No

Arrivals from countries
whose rate exceeds 25
cases per 100,000 (list
available here)

Cyprus: 9.9 (+7.2
since last tracker)

No

Yes

Yes

No

Countries not listed as
A or B here (including
the UK)

All arrivals must fill out a
‘Cyprus Flight Pass’ at least 24
hours before arriving.

Switzerland

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Luxembourg and
several non-EU
countries

Self-isolation required when
arriving from any of countries
mentioned in previous column.

Slovenia: 11.1 (-1.3
since last tracker)

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

List of countries can be
accessed here

N/A

Yes

Yes (In Wales,
only outdoor
seating)

Yes

Yes

Those not included in
the travel corridors list

Self-isolation required when
arriving from any of countries
mentioned in previous column.

Yes

Yes (At events
with over 100
people)

Non-EU/EEA/EFTA
countries not on the EU
“safe list”

Quarantine or negative test
required for all non-EU/EEF/
EFTA countries not on the EU
“safe list”.

UK: 13.1

Yes
(Facemasks
Czech Republic:
required on the
Yes
26.7 (+13.6 since last
metro and at
tracker)
larger events in
Prague)
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Get in touch...
If you would like to speak to us about this document
or how we can help support your organisation and its
public affairs objectives, please contact a member
of the EU Public Affairs team below:
Sarah Cuvellier - Head of EU Public Affairs
sarah.cuvellier@cicero-group.com
+32 (0)48 658 9156
Kate Foster - Senior Account Manager
kate.foster@cicero-group.com
+32 (0)2 612 8161
Megan Ridderhof - Account Manager
megan.ridderhof@cicero-group.com
+32 (0)2 612 8156
Salvatore Ferrara - Account Manager
salvatore.ferrara@cicero-group.com
+32 (0)2 612 8155
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